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ExTEndEd AbSTRACTS

“You Snooze You Loose: Comparing the Roles of High 
Activity and Connectivity in Information dissemination over 

Online Social networks”
Andrew Stephen, INSEAD, France

Yaniv Dover, Hebrew University, Israel
Jacob Goldenberg, Hebrew University, Israel

A rapidly growing trend among users of social media websites 
and online networks is to use these platforms not solely for the 
purposes of connecting with friends, but rather as tools for sharing 
information and digital content (e.g., links to videos on YouTube or 
news articles). What determines how widely a piece of information 
introduced into one of these networks will spread? Although there 
are a large number of potential drivers, we focus on factors related 
to the individuals who introduce or “transmit” the content in the 
first place, and individual psychology that could result in certain 
transmitter characteristics making information receivers more or 
less likely to retransmit, or pass on, information shared in online 
networks. Retransmission is a critical ingredient for information 
diffusing widely in this context. 

Past literature has focused on so-called “hubs” or people in 
social networks with exceptionally high numbers of connections. 
E.g., when hubs adopt products diffusion processes tend to speed 
up. But are there other easily observable and measurable transmitter 
characteristics that could also play a role? An overlooked transmit-
ter characteristic is simply how frequently they post content in a 
network. Psychologically, people who transmit more often may be 
perceived as being able to provide “fresher” content and, as such, 
their information may be more likely to be retransmitted since it is 
perceived as being more novel. A similar prediction is not possible 
for hubs; while they expose many people to information, this does 
not imply that their audience will be more likely to pass it on. This 
distinction suggests that, in the context of information sharing in 
online social networks, a transmitter’s activity should at least play 
a role in driving information diffusion, perhaps more than their 
network connectivity.

We compare transmitter activity and connectivity to test this 
claim in three studies: an experiment, an agent-based simulation, 
and empirical analysis of a large link-sharing dataset from Twit-
ter. Generally, we find that despite recent findings suggesting that 
hubs drive diffusion processes, we find that a transmitter’s posting 
activity is at least as informative, if not more. First, in a labora-
tory study we tested whether people exposed to information in a 
Twitter- or Facebook-like online network were more or less likely 
to retransmit that information depending on the connectivity and 
activity of the transmitter who exposed them to the information. 
We found a positive main effect of activity (i.e., transmitters who 
post more frequently are more likely to have their information 
retransmitted) but no effect of connectivity (and no interaction). 
Mediation analysis showed that the activity effect on retransmission 
was mediated by a perception that the information transmitted by 
the more active transmitters was “fresher” and “newer.” Second, in 
an agent-based simulation we built a formal model of information 
sharing and tested it in large, realistic simulated social networks. 
We varied where a given piece of information started spreading 

(the seed node) and that node’s connectivity and activity. We found 
that activity, not connectivity, was the critical driver of how widely 
information diffused. Third, we analyzed data from a random sample 
of approximately 2,500 Twitter users who we observed over 44 days. 
These users posted 114,711 tweets in this period, of which 21,430 
(18.7%) contained URLs linking to outside-Twitter content. The 
diffusion of the content pointed to by these links was tracked and we 
examined how the extent of diffusion was affected by transmitters’ 
connectivity (number of Twitter followers) and activity (average 
daily tweet posting rate). Consistent with the previous studies, we 
again found a strong positive effect of transmitter activity on extent 
of diffusion, but no effect of connectivity. 

Taken together, these studies—employing three very different 
but complementary methodologies—show that transmitter content-
posting activity is an important predictor of information diffusion 
in online social networks, and likely more important than how well 
connected these people are in the networks.

“Early Adopters: Opinion Leaders or Opinion Keepers?”
Sarit Moldovan, Technion, Israel

Early adopters are believed to be essential to new product 
success as they ignite the diffusion process (Rogers, 1995). An 
important yet unresolved question is whether early adopters are 
opinion leaders. On the one hand, some studies show that early 
adopters are socially integrated and connected, show leadership, 
and are willing to volunteer information about products (e.g., Rog-
ers 1995). On the other hand, the chasm theory claims that there 
is a break in communication between early adopters and the main 
market (Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2002; Moore 1999). If 
early adopters are opinion leaders then they should promote new 
products and accelerate the diffusion process. Why, in that case, 
is there a chasm? 

This research uses a meta-analysis to propose a solution to 
this contradiction between the chasm theory and the studies that 
show that early adopters are opinion leaders. It shows that early 
adopters believe that they are opinion leaders, but although they 
are indeed communicative, they are not always influential. When 
the innovation is too radical and perceived as too risky, consumers 
may be reluctant to adopt it despite early adopters’ w-o-m. 

First, a meta-analysis on early adopters was employed to explore 
the correlation between early adoption and opinion leadership. The 
results confirmed a correlation between the two traits: r=.28 (p<.01). 
However, this correlation ranges between r=-.39 and r=.82, which 
indicates that there may be a moderator that affects this relationship. 

Next, two meta-analyses on the characteristics of early adopt-
ers and opinion leaders were used to compare the similarities and 
differences between the two groups. Results indicate that there 
are many similarities between early adopters and opinion leaders. 
Both groups tend to be more confident, creative, risk-seeking and 
younger than the rest of the population. In addition, both groups 
show higher product knowledge, involvement and usage. Interest-
ingly, both groups are also more communicative and influential 
than other consumers. This, once again, raises the question of why 
there is a chasm. The meta-analysis also showed some differences 
between early adopters and opinion leaders, confirming that these 
are two separate groups. 
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The next step was to search for possible moderators that can 
explain when early adopters act as opinion leaders and when they 
do not. Opinion leaders are reluctant to adopt radical innovations 
since they fear losing their leadership (Rogers 1995). It is therefore 
possible that early adopters of radical innovations lose their ability 
to influence others. These early adopters may think that they are 
opinion leaders because they spread w-o-m, but others may not be 
influenced. In that case early adopters will still be communicative 
but not as influential. 

When early adopters are primed with radical innovations, or 
asked to recall their actual behavior after real product adoption, they 
may acknowledge that they are not as influential as they believed. 
We therefore explore whether early adopters’ self-reported level of 
opinion leadership (communicativeness and influence) is moderated 
by (a) the type of scale that was used to measure early adoption 
(actual adoption of an innovation vs. a fictitious scenario), and (b) 
the product that was used as a stimulus in the study (high-risk/
low-risk innovation). 

The correlation between level of early adoption and level of 
influence was much higher in studies where early adopters were 
recognized using a self-reported early adoption scale, compared 
to studies where early adopters were recognized by stating that 
they have adopted a specific product (r

scale
=.45; r

actual
=.15, F=43.1, 

p<.01). This suggests that early adopters report themselves as 
highly influential when they have not adopted the target innovation, 
but acknowledge that their influence is much lower when they are 
asked about a specific product that they have adopted. The level of 
communicativeness was the same regardless of the early adoption 
scale used in the studies, suggesting that early adopters spread the 
word but not everyone follows. A similar effect was found when 
comparing the type of product used as a stimulus in the study. 
When early adopters were primed with a low-risk innovation they 
reported being more influential than when primed with a high-risk 
innovation (r

low-risk
=.36, r

high-risk
=.25; F=6.2, p<.02), while the level 

of their communicativeness remained the same. 
The results were replicated in a lab experiment. Participants 

were primed using anagrams of words related to radical innovations 
(such as creative, pioneering, and unique) or to fruits. Early adopt-
ers reported that they are also opinion leaders when primed with 
fruit but not with innovation-related words (r

fruit
=.57; r

innovations
=.03, 

interaction term b=.34, p=.01). 

“Tie Strength and need for Uniqueness Influences on 
Positive Word of Mouth”

Amar Cheema, University of Virginia, USA
Andrew M. Kaikati, University of Georgia, USA

An important factor driving word-of-mouth (WOM) informa-
tion flows is social tie strength, which is represented by frequency 
of social contact and type of relationship (e.g. close friend, acquain-
tance). Prior research has identified contextual factors, including 
referral rewards (Ryu and Feick 2007) and information value (i.e., 
opportunity cost to an endorser; Frenzen and Nakamoto 1993), that 
impact positive WOM to weak vs. strong ties. 

We aim to build upon this literature on WOM and tie strength. 
Across three studies, we investigate how an individual characteristic 
of the potential endorser (need for uniqueness, NFU) influences 
positive WOM for discretionary products to varying social ties. 
Consistent with Cheema and Kaikati (2010), we find that high-
uniqueness individuals are less likely to generate positive WOM 
than low-uniqueness individuals. Prior research suggests that the 
disutility from decreased uniqueness (Snyder 1992) dissuades 
high-uniqueness individuals from recommending others to buy the 
product. However, the present research demonstrates that need for 

uniqueness attenuates positive WOM only to strong ties and not 
to weak ties.

We propose that because consumers evaluate themselves more 
against close peers than socially distant individuals, adoption of 
unique products by close others may threaten their identity (Berger 
and Heath 2007), decreasing high-uniqueness endorsers’ motivation 
to engage in WOM to close others. In contrast, product adoption by 
acquaintances and strangers is less likely to threaten one’s identity, 
and in this case we expect that uniqueness will not affect WOM. 

Consistent with this expectation, we find that among high-
uniqueness individuals, positive WOM is more likely across weak 
ties than across strong ties. We find this moderation in within-
subject surveys (study 1), a between-subjects experiment (study 
2) and in analyses of real-world reports of WOM activity for two 
products (study 3). 

Study 1 compares the within-subject likelihood of communi-
cating positive WOM across strong (i.e. best friends), intermediate 
(i.e. classmate), and weak ties (i.e. another student), and measures 
chronic level of NFU. Participants imagine themselves in a scenario 
where they acquire a recently-launched cell phone (the Motorola 
KRZR), and rate their likelihood of telling another person positive 
things about it (1=not at all likely, 9=very likely). Results confirm 
a significant NFU x tie strength interaction. Univariate analyses 
reveal that high- (vs. low-) NFU respondents are less likely to 
engage in WOM to strong and intermediate ties, but not weak ties.

Study 2 replicates the study 1 effects using a between-subject 
design and a multi-item WOM measure. Participants imagine they 
own an Apple iPhone (study was conducted at time of the iPhone 
launch), and decide what to tell either a strong tie (best friend) or 
weaker tie (casual acquaintance) about it. The uniqueness x tie 
strength interaction supports our prediction–higher need for unique-
ness significantly decreases positive WOM across strong ties but 
not across weak ties. Also, among high-uniqueness participants, 
WOM was greater to weak versus strong ties. 

Study 3 examines real-world WOM data from BzzAgent. We 
compare WOM activity of agents across strong ties (e.g., best friends) 
and weaker ties (e.g., acquaintances, coworkers) for publicly- and 
privately-consumed products. The significant pattern of results 
in studies 1 and 2 is replicated for the public but not the private 
product, consistent with Cheema and Kaikati (2010). 

The observation of increased WOM across weak versus strong 
ties is in contrast to prior research which finds that as a potential 
endorser’s opportunity costs increase, “information is more likely 
to flow over strong than weak ties” (Frenzen and Nakamoto 1993, 
372). This finding is also ironic, given the “strength of weak ties” 
in diffusing information (Granovetter 1973). In talking to weaker 
ties, consumers may contribute to macro-level information dis-
semination and to making possessions mainstream more quickly 
than if they restricted WOM only to strong ties.

“What do People Talk About and Why? How Product 
Characteristics and Promotional Giveaways Shape Word-of-

Mouth”
Jonah Berger, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Eric Schwartz, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Why are certain products talked about more than others? Some 
movies get a great deal of buzz and some restaurants are the talk of 
the town, but what characteristics of products lead them to be talked 
about more? Further, word-of-mouth marketing companies often 
send consumers free products or gifts to encourage them to talk about 
the brand. But which types of giveaways actually increase buzz? 

We examine psychological drivers of word of mouth, investigat-
ing how product characteristics and campaign giveaways shape what 
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people talk about. While prior WOM research has focused on the 
impact of “special people” (i.e., influentials) or network structures, 
we focus on how the items themselves drive collective outcomes. 
One psychological factor that might influence whether people talk 
about a product is the amount of interest it evokes. But while it seems 
intuitive that people would talk more about interesting products 
than boring ones, this may not actually be true. Self-presentation 
(people want to see themselves as interesting) and memory biases 
(interesting topics are easier to remember) may lead people to think 
they talk more about interesting things, even if this is not actually 
the case. Further, given that interest fades, it is unclear whether more 
interesting products get more WOM overall (i.e., over time). Finally, 
to the degree that most conversations resemble idle chatter, what 
people talk about may be driven by what happens to come to mind 
than what is the most interesting. This points to the importance of 
conceptually-related cues in shaping WOM. Products that are cued 
more by the surrounding environment should be more accessible, 
leading them to be talked about more.

We investigate our questions in two ways: a model of an 
observational dataset and a large-scale field experiment. First, we 
analyze real WOM data from over 200,000 consumers in 330 buzz 
marketing campaigns (from BzzAgent). The data indicate how many 
times each person in each campaign talked about that particular 
product over an approximately ten week period. We examine 
WOM as a function of product characteristics and promotional 
giveaways. Groups of independent raters were given a description 
of each product and asked to rate them on either how interesting 
they were or how frequently they were cued by the environment. 
We also recorded the promotional giveaways sent to the agents 
(i.e., whether they received a free product, sample, coupon, or 
general gift as well as how many of each of these items). We use a 
hierarchical level model to control for unobserved individual dif-
ferences and unobserved differences across product-campaign to 
test the relationships of interest.

Results indicate that while products that are cued more often 
were discussed more frequently, more interesting products did not 
get more WOM overall. Similar measures to interest (e.g., novelty, 
surprise, originality) yield the same results. Interest did predict WOM 
intentions in a separate sample, however, suggesting that people 
may think they will talk about more interesting things even if they 
do not actually do so. In addition, consistent our perspective, inter-
est is related to WOM right after participants receive the product, 
but that this relationship fades over time. The relationship between 
WOM and cues, on the other hand, strengthens over time. Results 
also indicate which promotional giveaways are linked to WOM.

Second, building on the results of this statistical analysis, we 
conducted a large field experiment with random assignment across 
various US cities involving over 1,500 consumers. By directly 
manipulating the main psychological driver identified in the model 
(cues), we test its causal impact on word-of-mouth. We manipulated 
cues by manipulating the messaging different participants received 
during a BzzAgent campaign for the restaurant chain Boston 
Market. Half the agents received a message linking the product to 
a particular cue (dinner), while the other half received a control 
message. We also measured participants’ prior associations between 
the brand and the cue to directly test whether cueing is driving any 
observed effects. 

The results underscore the findings of the cross-campaign 
analysis; increasing the cues for a product, in this case, linking it 
to a usage situation that some participants did not already associate 
it with, increased WOM. Among participants who did not already 
associate Boston Market with dinner, linking the product to that 
cue led them to talk more about the brand.

Taken together, our findings sheds light on the psychological 
processes behind word-of-mouth, and provides insight into how 
companies can design more effective buzz marketing campaigns. 


